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CONJUNCTIONS IN CLASSICAL GREEK SYNTAX

by Francois Saayman

(University of the North)

The semantic and syntactic role played by the presence or ahsence of a con
junction as clause connector in Greek has not yet heen sufficiently treated
in a scientific way that would show the underlying general rules from which
generalizations may he made.' In this paper an attempt will be made to
lay a foundation for a more simplified description of inter-clause syntax in
Classical Greek, based on the presence or absence of conjunctions. The lack
of such a description must be blamed on the fact that Greek apparently has
any verbal form after a conjunction, as is apparent in Kuhner's description
of conjunctions: 'Die Nebensiitze ... haben ... besondere Kennzeichen,
durch welche sie sich untereinander unterscheiden, niimlich die einleiten
den Konjunktionen und die mit denselben verbundenen Konstruktion. '2

As illustration he uses examples of we"r plus infinitive to describe dif
ferent meanings. Lightfoot, on the other hand, makes a clear distinction
between conjunctional syntax and non-conjunctional syntax, however with
out working out all the implications3 An understanding of conjunctional
syntax and its alternative is also essential for solving the semantic prob
lem around participles and infinitives, since the difference between the two
is not essentially a semantic one, but a syntactic one with semantic im
plications. Specific attention will not be given to clauses subordinate to
subordinate clauses, because the same rules apply to them.

With the term conjunction is meant what is called 'complementizers'
in general linguistics, namely a word performing a syntactic and semantic
function in connecting two clauses. This use should be distinguished from
that of the 'Complementizer school'," where different verbal forms are also
considered as complementizers.

Based on the minimum number of syntactic differences, all Greek com
pound sentences fall within one of the following three categories:

1. Conjunctional syntax - When a second clause is linked to a main
clause by means of a conjunction.

2. Non-conjunctional synta:< - When a second clause is linked to a main
clause without a conjunction.

3. Conflation syntax - Wben a second clause is linked to a main clause
syntactically as if there is no conjunction, but, in violation of the distinction
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between types 1 and 2, a conjunction is indeed added. Such conjunctions
will be called 'pseudo-conjunctions'.

Tbe distinction between type 1 (conjunctional syntax) and type 2 (non
conjunctional syntax) is so obvious, once realized,· that it is almost em
barrassing to give an academic description of the difference. Nevertheless
it has useful implications for the understanding of conjunctions, as well as
for the semantic and syntactic functions of the participle and infinitive.

TYPE 1 CONJUNCTIONAL SYNTAX

When a second clause is linked to a main clause by a conjunction, the
same basic syntactic rules apply to the second clause that apply to the
main clause. This rule will be called Irecurrence'. Recurrence involves that
the minimum of distinctive syntactic and semantic features to be found
as common to all main clauses, are also to be found in second clauses in
troduced by conjunctions. Consequently, in recurrence syntax, the subject
of a second clause is always nominative and tbe verb always finite. With
finite is meant that the verb is in one of the four moods, namely Indicative,
Subjunctive, Optative or Imperative. (Syntactically the imperative dif
fers from the other moods in that it cannot be used after a subordinating
conjunction.) A few examples will illustrate this point.

Co-ordinate

1: ,l 5' "u ~,6:~TJ XOUX <i"",,6:aaTJ XOov6o;;
(Eur. Med. 339)

'Why do you again force yourself onto me and do you not leave the
land?'

Both verbs are finite and the subject, being part of the verb ending, is
implied to be nominative (au). The conjunction is xa(, in crasis with the
negative aux.

Subordinate

2: ... o,,,v 5' EO; cuv~v ~5'X~IlEV~ xupii
oux Ea"v an~ q>p~v ll,a'q>ovw,Epa
(Eur. Med. 265-6)

' ... when she finds out that she has been wronged in her marriage, there
isn't another mind more bloodthirsty (than a woman's).'

After the conjunction Ihav the verb xUPii is finite, and the subject, if ex
pressed, would be nominative.
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There is, however, also a difference between the syntax of co-ordinate and
subordinate conjunctions. Except in conHation constructions, all clauses
after subordinating conjunctions show recurrence of main clause syntax, in
other words the subject noun is nominative and the verb is in a finite mood.
Co-ordinate conjunctions, on the other hand, cause 'equalization" that is,
the syntax on both sides of the conjunction is the same. This can occur
at any level, that is between main clauses or subordinate clauses, between
any syntactic unit (clause, phrase, word), for instance between indicative
verbs, infinitive verbs, participial verbs, etc, as in the following examples:

Optative verbs linked

3: &AJ..' Elhuxoln<; "et, ~UXOL<; 5erwv tpq.<;.
(Eur. Med. 688)

'But may you prosper and find what you want.'

Participles linked

4: ... ~W<; er, er,p[~w,

fL7j8' ll1tEpcipet<; fL7j8' lmo"cifL</Jet<; XCLlp"V xcip,erTO<;;
(Aesch. Ag. 785-87)

'How am I to honour you without overdoing or falling short in my ex
pression of admiration?'

A distinction ought therefore to be made between 'equalization', as caused
by co-ordinating conjunctions,O and recurrence of main clause syntax. Re
currence in the second of two co-ordinate clauses is actually an instance of
equalization, while the syntax of the main clause itself equates it to recur
rence. Conversely, recurrence does not neccessarily imply equalization, as
in:

5: ... cmcxYYElA6:\I'tWv ~{-lwv O"tL lJ-tAAEL ... 1t0pEUEOeCXl...
(Demosth. On the Crown 32.6-7)

' ... we having the chance to inform (you) that he plans ... to march

Although after a genitive absolute, on introduces main clause recurrence 1

but not equalization.

If recurrence takes place in a regular pattern after subordinating conjunc
tions, it is necessary to formulate a syntactic definition for subordinating
conjunctions accordingly: All words that link a subordinate clause to a
main clause syntactically in such a way that recurrence takes place, that
is, that the subject of the subordinate clause is nominative and the verb
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finite, should be considered as conjunctions. Even relative pronouns should
be included,7 because in the clause introduced by a relative pronoun, the
subject is always nominative and the verb always finite. As a matter of
fact, Lindeman' points out that conjunctions developed from inter alia
demonstratives, which were not yet clearly distinguishable from relative
pronouns in Homer.

The following words all fulfil the abovementioned syntactic requirements
of a conjunction: End, CitEtO~, EnElo~ taXto'tC.(, OtE , iha'Y J E~ 00, CitEtOaV, W<;,
ha, ~~ in fearing clausesJ WOU, Ott, 01tW<;, El, £<:t'Y , xal tcXvJ 1tpl'YJ EWC;, d
in indirect questions, as well as the morpheme 0- in interrogative adverbs
and interrogative pronouns in indirect questions} in relative pronouns, and
in all conjunctions starting with 0'" This list of conjunctions is obviously
not complete - indeed it does not even contain the Homeric conjunctionsj
but merely shows how widespread the application of the same syntactical
device may be.

Example of I-'~ as a subordinating conjunction:

6: l~tOV OE: X(.(),EW IIat&va 1

tl~ "tl'Ya<; a'YtLR'Yoouc;; .6.av(.(o[<; . ..
"tEuE;n (" Apul-'l<;) ...
(Aesch. Ag. 146-49)

'lee, I call on the Healer, lest she (Artemis) cause adverse winds for the
Danaoi. .. J

After I-'~ the verb is finite (nu<;n) and the implied subject is •Ap"ol-'l<;, in
the nominative.

By inflecting, the relative pronoun differs from the other conjunctions. But
the initial 0- morpheme (as in e.g" OV oue;) constitutes a conjunction" Since
relative pronouns share the characteristics of both conjunctions and pro
nouns, their conjunctional features should perhaps be referred to as in
cluded conjunctions, as in:

7: to\Jtwv hf~aol 8 tl xal Buva.o'tOv
xed attlL<;J . .. r.:alwv ".. yE:VOU

"~"Ot I-'tp[l-'v~<;...
(Aesch. Ag. 97-99)

'Telling (us) of these events what is possible and permissible, become a
healer of this worry... '

Although governed by the participle At<;c«JC1., the relative pronoun 0, as
included conjunction 1 introduces recurrence. Since 0 tt is the subject of
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the subordinate clause, it is nominative due to the recurrence, and as such
agrees with the nominative adjectives ouvc"ov and 6EfllC;. The accepted
rule about relative pronouns, namely that their case is determined in their
own construction, relies on the fact that the relative pronoun as included
conjunction, introduces a new clause with its own subject and verb.

Semantically conjunctions explicate the inter-clause relation,lO whereas
in non-conjunctional syntax this explicit statement of the relation falls
away. The next type of syntax is characterized by the absence of an overt
statement of the inter-clause relation.

TYPE 2 NON-CONJUNCTIONAL SYNTAX

When a second clause is linked to a main clause without a conjunction,
recurrence does not take place. The subject of the second clause is not
necessarily nominative, and the verb cannot be finite. Rather the syntactic
relation of the subject and verb of the second clause to the main clause is
indicated by case. The semantic relation is deduced from the context.

8: aE ... <XVEl1tOV ,~aoE Y~C; (~W 1tEpiiv

(Eur. Med. 271-2)

'r told you to get out of this land'.

In this example the main verb is transitive and its lexical and syntactical
valence determines botb the case of the subordinate subject and the form
of the subordinate verb.

The genitive absolute is the most common example of non-conjunctional
syntax in an intransitive inter-clause relation:

9: vvv 8' e:u'tuX~c; ytvOl't' &naAAay~ novwv,
EUCl"'("'(£AOU epClV£V'tOC; opepva.lou 1tup6C;.
(Aesch. Ag. 20-21)

I ••• may there now come a prosperous relief from the toils, with the
beacon fire appearing with good news in the darkness.'

A legitimate combination of the two types of syntax occurs when the sub
ordinate clause starts off with a case-determined pronoun or noun, but a
conjunction is inserted before the verb. The conjunction then ends the
case-determination and recurrence takes over, as in:

10: .. . ll~ itetu<Jl). ito'tE:

AEyoua' "lauov' we; xaxt.O''toc; EU't' &'vl)P
(Eur. Med. 451-2)

' ... do not stop saying of Jason that he is the worst of men... '
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In non-conjunctional syntax, one may subdivide 'infinite forms' into those
that are alternatives for conjunctional syntax and those that are not. The
former may be called 'reduction forms', II in the sense that they imply
deleted conjunctions, but the term non-conjunction alternative is probably
a better choice. The question of alternative syntax or not, can only be
understood within the appropriate classification of subordinate syntactical
constructions. 12

1. Logical relations

To this group belong causal, temporal, conditional, concessive, final and
consecutive clauses. These names are derived from the semantic relations
that exist between the governing and subordinate clauses. The conjunc
tions used are lexical explicators of these relations. Any lexical choice of
verb may be used in either of the clauses.

2. The content group

To this group belong all expressions where either a conjunctional clause or
an infinite clause constitutes the content of the main verb. Lightfoot ob
jects to the fact that 'prolative' infinitives are distinguished from infinitives
in indirect speech13 It is indeed possible to classify prolatives with other
'content' infinitives, as Rijksbaron does in his excellent book14 The whole
range of main verbs within the semantic domains of 'plan" 'desire" (say',
lask', Icommand', ltell', 'think" Iknow" 'perceive' have a semantic relation
of 'content' with their subordinate clauses. This relation is lexically indi
cated by the main verbs, and not by conjunctions. Consequently, unlike in
the logical relations group, there is a restricted number of lexically different
verbs that may serve as such main verbs. After any of these verbs an infini
tive may be used as a syntactical object clause. Semantically, such clauses
convey lcontent', because of the meanings of the main verbs. Subdivisions
within the content group are not caused by different inter-clause relations,
but by different semantic domains of the main verbs. Thus, for example,
participial clauses dominate after verbs of knowing and perception, and
on-clauses after verbs of saying. Although a few different conjunctions are
used, they all share the notion of 'content'. Thus on states only that con
tent follows, but cl. in indirect questions adds a notion about the veracity
of the content as well.

Non-conjunctional syntax in the logical relations group and in
co-ordination

The only use of a pure infinitive (I.e. not conflation infinitives) here is the
final infinitive, which is an original dative infinitive with a case meaning of
directedness. '5
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11: ,dAn,,, DE E yexa,~p

[l~Awv nElp~ao"ex xexl ':e; nuxLvov 06[lov EASELV'
(Od. 6, 133-34)

'His belly urges him even to go into the fold and attack the sheep.'

':ASElv, as a final infinitive, is an alternative for an ocppex(ivex plus subjunctive
construction.

Any conjunction construction in the logical group, as well as any co
ordinate sentence, can be replaced by a participial construction, as is evi
dent from the following examples:

Participle as alternative for an irrealis condition

12: ... 00 y&p Iiv ~1'ex,' exO,wv nexpov.wv ~[lwv...
(Demosth. On the Crown 30.8-9)

' ... because he wouldn't have touched them if we were there. .. 1

Participle as alternative for a co-ordinate optative

13: exl y&p ':[lol 'OLUOOE nome; xExA~[lEvoe; d~

E\l6cioe: va.t.E:'ta.wv , xed at (iDOt cxll't68l !J.([J.'JELV
(Od. 6, 244-45)

'If such a man could be called my husband, living here, and be pleased
to remain here! I

Ev6lioE VCXlE1C(lr,)V is a participial alternative for a co-ordinate optative since
it is one in a series of three wishes.

In example 7 above a participle acts as alternative for a co-ordinate imper
ative, which must be repeated here:

14: 1'OlftWV )"E~a.a' 0 n xa:t OUVCt:tOV
xed 8gl-lll;, 1tcttwv . .. ye:vou
(Aesch. Ag. 97-99)

A€~lXaa is a participle for an imperative co-ordinate with yEVOG: 'say as
much as you can and be a healer... '

These participles obviously have the same truth value as the conjunctional
syntax from which they are derived. Thus, participles of these types give
no indication of truth value, either 'factual' or otherwise.16 Conjunctional
syntax of both logical subordinate and co-ordinate clauses may, therefore,
be replaced by participles as non-conjunctional alternatives. This point
about the syntactic function of the participle is brought home even further
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by the fact that a participle can also be an alternative for a co-ordinate
infinitive, while the opposite is not possible.

15: aE ...
M~&Ell, aVEI1tov 1:Tja8£ Y~C; E~W ltEpaV
cpuya&ct, Aa.(3oGao:v Btoaa. auv aautfl t£)(va
"exl fl~ n flEAAElv
(Eur. Med. 271-4)

'You, Medea, I have told to leave this land as a fugitive, taking your
two children with you, and not to stay around.'

This sentence is derived from a main verb of co=anding (avElRov) plus
a deep-level series of three co-ordinate infinitives: nEpilv... + Actf3ElV... +
fl~ flEAAElV. By changing the second co-ordinate infinitive to a participle, it
becomes syntactically subordinate to the preceding infinitive, without any
change in truth value17

The question now arises: why does a participle have this ability, but
not the infinitive? Firstly, the Greek infinitive is derived from an early
nominal verb form which operated like a noun. In contrast, the participle
is a nominal verb form that operates like an adjective. It is thus apparent
that the adjective can qualify another verb in a noun form, but that a
noun form verb cannot qualify an adjectival verb form. Furthermore, such
examples serve as additional proof that participles are alternatives for any
conjunctional syntax, while most infinitives are not.

Infinite forms in the content group

As explained above, infinitives in the content group are syntactic objects. '8

This puts them in the accusative case. In the light of Fillmore's Case
Grammar,19 this author ascribes no semantic function to the accusative.
It only indicates syntactically that a word or clause is an immediate con
stituent of the governing verb. Thus, infinitives in the content group do
not have semantic case functions. Consequently they lack such own mean
ing as is necessary to make them alternatives for conjunctional syntax. In
other words, whereas the inter-clause meaning of the final conjunction 'tvex
can be substituted by the dative meaning of the final infinitive, accusative
infinitives have no case meaning with which to substitute the inter-clause
meaning of a conjunction. It may therefore be inferred that infinitives
in indirect speech did not originate as non-conjunctional alternatives for
on constructions, but that on and infinitive constructions developed inde
pendently of each other. Such a conclusion seems to be corroborated by
the material which Moorhouse presents. '0 In Homer q>~fll plus infinitive is
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mostly used, while &yOpEUW, "VEXW and pa~w take only the 0« construc
tion. It is, however, most likely that these distinctions became blurred and
that the infinitive was later seen as a non-conjunctional alternative.

There is quite a number of examples of Greek texts that suggest that
there is no semantic difference between the infinitive and participle after
verbs of saying, which would lead to the conclusion that participles are
used in the same way as in the logical relation group, namely as real con
junctional alternatives for on constructions, thus merely duplicating the
infinitives. Cf. the following three syntactic variations in the same section
of text21 :

16: <~"yYEnEL, <Os ot """S yEyOVE
(Hdt. 6, 63)

' ... he announces that a son has been born for him. .. I

17: [hE ot ,~~yY£LAE b OIXE-rl)<; ,,""o" yEyovEv"L
(Hdt. 6,65)

' ... when the butler announced to him that a son had been born... '

18: [hE "u'iii ou ~YYEAel)<; yEyEVl)[J.EVOS
(Hdt. 6, 69)

I
' ... when it was announced to him that you had been born... '

But, on the other hand, after verbs of knowing and perception, which by
virtue of their lexical meaning imply a factual truth value of the content,
participles are used more generally than the infinitive. This indicates a
possibility that, semantically, participles might function differently in the
content group than in the logical relations and co-ordinate group, because
of the grammatical role played by main verbs in the content group. If we
take into account that no grammaticalized distinctions based on the main
verbs are made within the logical relations group, and that all subdivisions
within the content group are based on the meanings of the main verbs,
it might be that due to the duplication of infinite forms, a semantic dis
tinction between the infinitive and participle could have developed. Since
the infinitive after verbs of 'planning', 'desiring', etc. refer to hypotheti
cal events,n the participle would then have to assume the role of factual
expression.23

TYPE 3 CONFLATION SYNTAX

It was said that in conjunctional syntax the conjunction causes syntactical
recurrence and that it gives a preciser meaning of the semantic relation
between the two clauses. Conjunctions before infinite forms can, therefore,
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only have semantic functions. These pseudo-conjunctions are often op
tional, in other words, they are not always essential for the interpretation
of the inter-clause relation. They rather function as modal modifiers, which
means that they give information ahout the modality of the suhordinate
clause: whether the truth is vouched for, and from whose perspective.24

In causal clauses IhE indicates that 'the onus of the reason is on the
speaker/narrator', while with &c; 'the onus is left on the subject of the
main verb,.25

19: IXV'tot EV'tIX06 EI-lEVOV we; 1'0 axpov XCX"tEXOV'tEC;' 01 8' au XatElXO\l...

(Xen. Anabasis 4, 2,5)

'They remained at the post themselves, supposing that they held the
height; in fact, they were not holding it' .26

20: Kupoc; OE: cbtoplnOl EvdXEtO Ci'tE Xp6vou. .. £'Yl'l.VO~£\lOUauxvou. ..
(Hdt. 1,190,2)

'Cyrus knew not what to do because a lot of time was passing... '

If neither of these pseudo-conjunctions are used, the participle is under
stood only as causal, in the same way as a conjunctional (hl or olon clause,
where no suggestion about truth or perspective is made.

Likewise &c; with a final participle presents the perspective of the subject
of the main verb.21 W01tEp in comparative clauses also presents the opinion
of the subject of the main clause, but the speaker/narrator thinks that it
is not true. In concessive clauses xCi[nEp presents a fact, while XCii d or d
XCi[ plus conjunctional syntax presents a hypothesis.

Perhaps d fl~ - 'except if' - also serves to present the perspective of
the speaker in:

21: ooxdc; yap av (lE: -rOVOE 6<LmEUaalnotE,

El fl-Yi n XEPOCilvouoc<v ii uxv'1fliv'1v;
(Eur. Med. 36a-9)

'Do you think that I would ever bave planned this, if I did not think
that I would gain or achieve something?'

Without d the two participles would have been part of what the main
subject thinks.

In the case of conflation infinitives, the pseudo-conjunction is the same as
the real conjunction and modal differences are presented by the verb form
itself. Thus, in consecutive clauses WOT.E plus indicative presents a fact,
while Wm:E plus infinitive makes no statement about the truth value.
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Another type of conllation occurs when in indirect speech an expected
finite verb after a conjunction is attracted into concord with a governing
infinitive, as in:

22: AEye:"CCXt OE: xal "(aoe: ... · E:1tEI.O~ tX "(ile; 'Gamot; "(C;(\J"(T}e; lEVtXl.... , ...
t1tL1tve:uoal VD'tDV !J.Eyav...
(Hdt. 3,26,3)

I And this, too, is said: when they were leaving that Oasis... , a great
south wind arose.' 28

To conclude: Greek syntax becomes considerably easier to describe and
to learn if a distinction is made between pure conjunctional syntax which
repeats main clause requirements, and non-conjunctional syntax. Where
pseudo-conjunctions are used together with non-conjunctional forms, they
supply semantic information about modality.

NOTES

1. I wish to thank the following colleages for their valuable criticism: Prof. J.P. Louw,
mr. M. Swart and mr. C.M. Jooste.

2. R. Kuhner & B. Gerth, A usfilhrliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache, Han
nover 1966, 2,2,351-

3. D. Lightfoot, Natural Logic and the Greek Moods. The Nature of the Subjunctive
and Optative in Classical Greek, The Hague, 1975.

4. (My terminology.) The first application of Transformational Grammar to the Clas
sics is the work of R. Lakoff, Abstract Syntax and Latin Complementation, Cam
bridge and London 1968, and Lightfoot (above, n.3). They work with 'comple
mentizers', or 'complements', which for them means the subordinate clauses in the
broad category of indirect speech.

5. F.A. PoneHs, Afrikaanse Sintaksis, Goodwood 1979, 429, mentions this syntactical
distinction in Afrikaans, without, however, realizing its fundamental importance.

6. Consequently, the rule can be made that when xed does not cause equalization, it
is epexegetical and means 'even', 'also'.

7. Kuhner (above, n.2) 350, 'Zu den unterordnenden Konjunktionen gehort auch das
Relativpronomen... '.

8. Griechische Grammatik, Munchen 1954,2,99-102.
9. From the demonstrative.m according to Lindeman (above, n.8) 99.

10. This statement is not meant as an over-simplification. Several other factors also
playa role, such as the mood of the subordinate verb. Preceding an indicative,
Dlf'pct and tVct in Homer mean 'when, where'; preceding the subjunctive they both
mean 'so that'. Kuhner (above, n.2) 350, summarizes it as follows: ' ... wahrend
die Partizipialen das Verhaltnis nur unbestimmt andeuten, stellen die Nebensatze
dasselbe auf das deutlichste dar, nkht allein durch die einleitnende Konjunktion die
besondere Art der Beziehung, in welcher der Nebensatz zu dem Hauptsatz steht,
auf eine bestimmte Weise bezeichnet, sondern auch durch die Flexion des Pradikats
das Zeit- und Modusverhaltnis, in dem dasselbe zu der Anschauung des Redenden
steht, ausgedriickt wird.'
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11. P. Kiparsky 'Tense and Mood in Indo-European Syntax', Foundations of Language
4(1968)30-57, was the first to use this term, referring to the occasional loss of
durative aspect of the Imperfect. Givan, 'The binding hierarchy and the typology
of complement', Studies in Language 4 (1980) 333-7i, mentioned by F.R. Palmer,
Mood and Modality, Cambridge 1986, 162, uses the term for a scale of reduction
grades; I do not make such a distinction.

12. These divisions correspond in principle with those made by A. Rijksbaron, The
Syntt13: and Semantics of the Verb in Classical Greek, Amsterdam, 1984, chapters
3,4. Indeed he also seems to consider 'content' as a common criterium for the one
group.

13. (Above, n.3) 39: 'There is no logical or semantic basis for this distinction and it is
ridiculous to specify two types of infinitives for 130u)..01-1lXt &.1tt£:\llXL and !3oUAolllXl OE:
&.lttt\llXL, simply because the former has co-referential subjects ... and the second
subject is deleted.'

14. (Abo\le n.3) chapter 4.
15. Whether 'result' is logically connected to 'purpose', or derives from the associative

case, is not important, since both have case meaning. See Kuhner, (above n.2)
2 ff. for examples. The closeness (or ambiguity) between purpose and result is
demonstrated in 'l, 143 ou&& Ttpourpa:(\lE:'t' t&t:06lXl - es war nicht hell zurn Sehen'
(p.3).

16. Mainly concerning indirect speech, a controversy has been raging for more than a
century, as to the semantic nature of participles and infinitives. In this paper two
possibilities will emerge as regards 'content' clauses.

17. For this phaenomenon with prolative infinitives, cr. Od. 6, 110-11:
'A).).' (hE: &T) cip' ctJ.c).).e: ncXAlv otXO\l&1!: v~E:06a:l

l:e:u~a:o' 'i]t.H6vouc;...
Of the two original prolative infinitives after EI-1E:AAt, the one was changed to a
participle (CE:u~aO").

18. E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, Munchen 1966, 2, 645 is representative of
this long standing syntactic description.

19. C.J. Fillmore, IThe Case for Case', In Bach and Harms (cds.): Universals in Lin
guistic Theory, New York 1968, 1-88.

20. A.C. Moorhouse, 'The Origin of the Infinitive in Greek Indirect Statement' Amer
ican Journal 0/ Philology 76 (1955) 179-80.

21. Examples taken from Lightfoot, {above n.4} 46, who comments: 'There are many
cases where precisely the same meaning can be conveyed by a number of different
complement types - although the participle construction is always subject to the
semantic constraint that the speaker presupposes the complement to be true.'

22. Cf. Rijksbaron, (above n.12) 101, who calls such infinitives dynamic, in distinction
from declarative infinitives that are found inter alia after verbs of saying.

23. G. De Boel, 'Towards a Theory of the Meaning of Complementizers in Classical
Attic', Lingua 52 (1980) 285-304, in reaction to Lightfoot, argues for paradigms
of complementizers. The infinitive paradigm would be without lexistential presup
position', while all participles would have such a presupposition. More research is
necessary to solve this problem.

24. For the concept of modality, see Palmer, (above n.11).
25. Rijksbaron, (above n.12) 123.
26. Examples 19 and 20 from Rijksbaron, (above n.12) 122.
27. Rijksbaron, (above 0.12) 123.
28. Example and translation from Rijksbaron, (above n.12) p.105.
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